This was a high-end P.O.P. project we did at the pizza station in the food
court of the Museum of Science in Boston. The challenge here was that the
graphics had to be easily changeable without removing the graphics or the
sign. We mounted the Puck’s Lambda prints onto steel, then mounted the
steel onto black Sintra. The replacement graphics are printed to flexible
magnet material that can be placed right over the Puck’s graphic.

Printing for P.O.P.

P.O.P. Go the Profits!
Printing for P.O.P. can be profitable for those who have figured it out.
BY DAVE KING

David King is director of operations for Massachusettsbased Castle Graphics
(www.castlegraphics.net), a
large-format digital print
provider. He has been in the
digital printing industry since
1983 and has worked with a number of major
manufacturers to help develop new and better
technologies. In addition to writing for Digital
Graphics magazine, Dave often presents seminars
at The Sign Business & Digital Graphics
Shows. He has also produced Inkjet Printing,
Laminating and Mounting, an educational video
for the Video Classroom series.

P

oint of purchase (P.O.P.) graphics are
retail-related graphics used to promote
products or services in-store, at the
point of purchase or acquisition — like a 22"
x 28" sign that offers information about
what’s on sale. Other examples include endcap displays, shelf signage (called shelf talkers),
or any graphic on the floor, in a window or
hanging from the ceiling. Cash register sig-

nage might include smaller counter-top displays or easel-back signs.
When you look around inside any given
store, you’ll see literally hundreds of P.O.P.
signs — so many that one must wonder
how much money is spent each year on
P.O.P. messaging. Don’t ask; I’m sure the
number is huge! The question then
becomes, ‘how do I get a piece of that
action?’ And once you do, ‘will I make
money or die trying?’
TOP TEN TIPS

The P.O.P. market is very successful for
those who have figured it out, but it is not
that easy. The following are some tidbits I’ve
learned regarding the P.O.P. market that
may be useful.
1) Not all P.O.P. signage goes into retail
stores. Other great venues to check out
include banks, medical offices, hospitals, etc.
2) Don’t chase a company that is too big
for your shop or your printing technology. For example, trying to land the
national Target account with inkjet
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printing equipment might be shooting
a little too high. Large companies like
Target, Sears, Macy’s, etc. tend to deal
in signage volumes that are more cost
effective to produce with offset or
screen-print technologies. They often
require thousands of signs in a single
run. This is not to say you can’t get
some business in these stores, but even
that can be difficult because everyone
chases the large accounts.
3) That’s why a great company to chase is
one that has a main office or marketing headquarters in your area. Local
accounts are much easier to land than
out-of-town accounts. Again, consider
the size of the company with the needs
of the potential client. Use the business
research Internet tools available at your
local public library to research companies of interest. Using this free service,
you can search out and get good information on the top 100 companies in
your state.
4) I believe the ideal size of a P.O.P. client
is one that has five to 50 retail locations.

ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR CANVAS AND
FABRICS FOR YOUR DIRECT PRINTER?
IBENA is the leading manufacturer of photo style cotton canvas and PES fabrics.

Fewer than five locations are more work
than they are worth. And larger companies with more than 50 locations tend
to beat you to death over price because
a lot of other graphic providers are competing for these accounts. That’s why
the magic number is between five and
50. These companies are willing to pay
a little more per square foot, they are
great to work with, and they don’t have
the power to beat you up on price.
5) Looking now to print production, I
believe the ideal setup for successful
P.O.P. graphics would have to include a
digital die cutter like the ones sold by
Zünd or Kongsberg from MGE (both
using i-cut technology). Lots of people
purchase this type of cutter to go with
their flatbed printer, but the truth is
that more than 40 percent the work
that goes to our Zünd cutter comes
from our Durst Lambda image setter
and our NUR and Mimaki roll-fed solvent printers. I wish now that I had
purchased our cutter four years ago. I
think I would be more profitable today.
6) Yes, it’s true that our VUTEk flatbed
printer does help the bottom line a lot
when it comes to the printing of P.O.P.
graphics, but not everyone has big
bucks to plop down on a new flatbed
printing system. You can still do a heck
of a lot of P.O.P. work without one.
7) Another great piece of equipment to
consider for P.O.P. workflow is an automatic grommet machine, like the ones
made by Edward Segal Inc., or Micron
America. Another consideration should
be a good plastic bending system such
as those sold by Abbeon Cal or FTM.
Other considerations include a vented
room for doing gluing and painting;
and ancillary equipment such as a
grinder, a sander, a rivet gun, staple gun,
a drill press and, by all means, a killer
glue gun such as the Weld-On system.
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Printing for P.O.P.

Tomtom, a walk in client, wanted to promote its new GO GPS system and needed a small number of these hardto-reproduce color-specific P.O.P. graphics. Our VUTEk UV-curing flatbed printer hit the color without a problem.

This sexy nurse is a cutout backlit printed onto 1/4" clear
PETG. It was reverse-printed using white ink.

This is a paper print that was mounted to PVC and
then heat-bent into a nice counter-top display.

The green monster from Monster.com was printed on
Sintra, digitally die-cut and mounted to an easel. We are
making a bunch of these for a large tradeshow.

We created a logo display for ourselves by printing
direct onto PETG (using white ink), and digitally cut
it on our flatbed cutter. This was then heat-bent to
create a stunning stand-up display.

Our high-res solvent printer is a Mimaki JV3. We use it for high-end photo quality P.O.P. prints that go onto
adhesive-backed vinyl for short term applications.
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8) Packaging for shipment is a big issue,
and shouldn’t be treated as an afterthought. If you go on the cheap when
packaging the P.O.P. graphics you
spent so much time creating, you will
certainly loose accounts. I know one
graphics company that produced a
large retail P.O.P. rollout package and
put all the graphics in shipping tubes.
No problem so far; but then they stapled the tube caps to the tube. When
the stores opened the tubes and
pulled out the graphics they all
caught on the staples and were badly
ripped. Ouch!

9) Keep accurate lists of all the retail locations of your P.O.P. clients with current
contact names and phone numbers for
each. Double check lists you are given
from corporate. We often get store location lists from clients with incorrect or
incomplete information, such as missing
zip codes, missing contact names, wrong
phone numbers or street addresses, etc.
But the most common and horrifying
error we get is an incorrect list of needed
graphics per location. Yikes! We get the
lists in the beginning and clean them up
in Excel and double check the information before creating our shipping labels.

10) Finally, set realistic deadlines for your
P.O.P. clients. Too often we underestimate the time needed to get the job
done. We have had sales people bring
in an order for 75 stores for both
Lambda and VUTEk flatbed prints on
.048 card stock, and the total print
time is 49 hours for Lambda and 67 for
flatbed. The finish time is two days, but
the sales person told the client we could
ship in 72 hours! We have met this
deadline before, but it kills us, and
without the great equipment we have,
this job would have taken two weeks.
Be realistic, and don’t kill yourself.

EASY TO USE, AFFORDABLE METHOD FOR GRAPHIC FINISHING
M O U N T I N G A N D L A M I N AT I N G P R O D U C T S F R O M C O D A

Use FAST #23
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Printing for P.O.P.

This, in my
opinion, is the
industry’s best
automated
grommet machine.
Made by Edward
Segal Inc., it does
the piercing and
grommets in one
step, and it never
jams.

The Weld-On adhesive and glue gun
system (made by IPS
Corp.) features the
most powerful epoxy
I’ve ever used, and is
indispensable for
creating many P.O.P.
displays.

A simple but effective presentation like this calls for partial cutting of only one side of the graphic. This works fast, effectively
and doubles the value of the job.

We printed this double-sided larger-than-life
skateboard for a tradeshow client. When it comes
to P.O.P., the only limitation is imagination.
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PRINTERS, MEDIA
AND IDEAS

Those are my 10 rules for success, but what
about printers and media? In all cases, the
cost of media and mounting materials will
directly affect profits on the job — more so
in the P.O.P. world than in the trade show
market. Most P.O.P. displays were traditionally done with screen printing technologies,
and the substrates used in screen printing
are, in most cases, very different than what
shops might be used to using with roll-fed
inkjet systems.
I’m talking about thin plastics and paper
boards which are ideal to run in a screen
press, but difficult to create with a roll-fed
inkjet printer because after printing onto a
rolled media, the print has to be mounted to
a thin, flat material where the adhesive often
causes the substrate to curl. Plus, screen
printers commonly die-cut their graphics
and can easily do double-sided printing. It’s
much more effective to print directly onto
these thin, semi-rigid materials (and to do
double-sided printing) using a flatbed
printer. This cuts way down on the chances
of curling a substrate. And a digital cutter can
do all those die-cut jobs with no problem.
Consider using unique media to produce
something different and perhaps a little wild.
We do some great jobs like stand-up
Plexiglas signs with full graphics that extend
down right around the curved bottom. We
print using either Lambda or inkjet and
mount the graphic to black Plexiglas or we
might print directly using our white-inkcapable flatbed printer. Then we bend the
Plexi at the base to make a perfect stand-up
table-top P.O.P. display.
More media ideas? What about creating a
custom clip board, printed to .25" Sintra,
then pop-rivet a clip to the board which can
be used in a store where the message can be
changed out all day long. What about
building a metal sign board and then
printing a bunch of graphic signage on flexible magnetic material that can be mounted
and easily changed on the board? How
about three-layer signs created using Sintra,
Pionite and Plexiglas, and putting them

together with special hardware. The choices
are endless, given the imagination and the
tools to do the job.
COLOR ISSUES

Color management is a huge issue for most
shops, and is especially important when
doing multi-medial P.O.P. programs for
picky retail clients. Without balanced
machines and calibrated media, there will be
problems. In our shop, we have six printers
and each prints onto between four and 30
materials. To date, we have about 65 media
profiles that we’ve created ourselves. And
yes, this takes a lot of time.
The good news is that in most cases we can
print the same image from multiple printers
using multiple media and there is little to no
color shift. This is crucial when shipping
Lambda prints in the same tube as prints
from our flatbed. We try not to mix printers
for P.O.P. customers, but it is not always possible to keep all the jobs on one printer. For
example, when the client wants high-res
banners along with posters, we run the banners on the Mimaki JV3 250 and the posters
on the Lambda, and the color is consistent.
To help with all this, shops should seriously
look at getting a quality spectrophotometer
such as the X-Rite Pulse — a fantastic tool
for color management. You won’t be sorry
you spent the money!
Finally, the success is in the delivery. To
expect return business, do the job right and
deliver on schedule. No problem here?
Don’t kid yourself. All shops can expect
problems with their first P.O.P. rollout.
We’ve done hundreds and still make mistakes. But the client will come back to the
shop that produces correct graphics, makes
the rollout seamless, and most importantly,
gets the right graphics to the right stores on
time. Doing everything right but missing
the deadline still means death. No retail
store will tolerate late graphics for a big promotion, so plan ahead and allow lots of
time for mishaps.
Good luck. Remember to be smart with
your money. I’ll see you on the show
DG
floor!

Use FAST #89
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Access FAST INFO online at www.digitalgraphicsmag.com

See page 48 for more details.
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